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About This Game

The Voice in the Void is a bizarre, hilarious RPG with timing-based combat. Travel to the surreal Land of the Dead, where
unusual characters and fiendish monsters await at every turn! You'll unleash an arsenal of attacks, use an abundance of unusual

items, solve mysterious puzzles, go up against armies of restless spirits, and even challenge the Grim Reaper himself!

-Battle over 55 fully animated, unique enemies in fast-paced combat that will test your reflexes.

-Interact with a multitude of weird and funny characters across various exciting locations.

-Explore the colorful worlds of the land of the dead, full of wonderful treasures and fearsome foes.

-Fight in heart-pounding boss battles with the strongest inhabitants of the land of the dead.

-Enjoy colorful graphics and catchy 8-bit music along the way.
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8/10 for a buck game. people say it's bad. there was potential. but it was unintuitive and hard to understand. it may have been
better but it was just too hard to play. if this game has more polish i think i would like it better. ?/?. One of many games that
seem like something I could get into if more people played it. also playing the instant matches it seems like it's hard to know
whats going on. it was hard tell what was going on, i wasnt even sure that anyone else was in the match.. This is a cute game, but
there just isn't much there. The rooms mechanic is pretty annoying, since you can't see the requirements until you place a room
(it's free to place\/pick up, just annoying).

Also the entries mechanic means that there's going to be some really interesting base layouts.

The combat animation + sfx combo is pretty satisfying tho.

 Make sure you disable the adult stuff unless you want to hear constant moaning.. Here is the start of Sam & Max Season 2: Ice
Station Santa. The game takes place some time after the last game in which Sam & Max single handedly stopped Hugh Bliss and
restored the population of Earth's memories back in place after a mass hypnotising ray. Thus putting the hypnotising crime to a
final end. A lot has changed such as the decor of Sam & Max's office, Abe was given a full pardon by Max still President of the
USA, Abe & Sybil are going out with each other, and the Soda Poppers are no longer governors of the Dakotas. It was a quite
day until a giant robot is recking havoc in town, ripping buildings out of their foundations and replacing them with other
buildings. Upon the destruction, Flint Paper shows up after being long gone on a case he was on while Sam & Max were busy
dealing with the hypnotising case. Flint Paper was another previously mentioned but not seen character of the Hit the Road
game. The robot can only be stop by shuting it down, but not until after Sam & Max asked it some mind bending questions. The
sender of the robot was Santa Claus who is not his jolly self as he's sending out presents to the wrong individuals. Or in this case
sending Sam & Max a rampaging robot that was clearly not what they wanted for Christmas.

So they head to the North Pole to investigate who Saint Nick is up to, except he's shut himself out with a loaded uzi for defense.
Not even the elves can calm him down to his senses. Santa is likely to be pocessed by a demon, and Sam & Max need some help.
Sybil who usually helps Sam & Max is dining with Abe at the newly re-opened Stinky's. You might notice this restruant from
the older games that you could get to due to an invisible wall. Well now it's accessable and Sam & Max were thrilled that the
owner Stinky has returned to run it. Only to discovered that it is being run by a woman who claims to be Stinky's granddaughter
named Stinky. Sam & Max have their doubts that she is telling the truth, but decided to enjoy the fine eating of the
establishment for now. Bosco, who also normally helps Sam & Max out with new gadgets has converted his whole store into a
safe house. His paranoia has got him finally. He doesn't know who or what is out to get him but is prepared by making his shop
the last main defense against what he refers to as T.H.E.M. With these two characters being occupied that only leaves the
C.O.P.S. who now provide Sam & Max the needed help like items that will help them out in their case and point less decals for
their car. When the Freelance Police duo finally found a way to get to the enclosed pocessed Santa, will they save Christmas or
make it worse?

This is a good start to a whole new season of Telltale's acclaimed Sam & Max games. The additional characters were all witty
and fun to know and listen to. The best highlights would be hearing Sam & Max's comments on the diner's decorations and the
Torture Me Elmer toy product. Flint Paper finally given an identity was a good idea since Bosco previously got an identity in the
last set of games. With the use of one liners and sight gags this game was a lot of fun and makes you want to immediately play
the next episode that follows.
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It's pretty good. Gets off to a slow start but it gets better. Translation is pretty good too.. really? career mode online only?. Kill
to Collect is roguelike set in a steampunk world... You can either play by yourself or co-op with up to 3 friends...You finish
floors by going room to room and kill everything inside that room... If you die at any point, you will start from the first
floor...Controls and game easy to learn but hard to master game, since you only have limited amount of hits...Tactics and timing
is necessary to succeed...

 I recommend this game if you like a challenge and rogue-like games interests you.. One of the best games i have played. Started
playing the game back in 1999 with the original AT.
Still in love with this game 2017.
To bad AT 2 was a blow, was really looking forward to it. Well maybe AT 3 will be once produced and be somewhat similar to
the original game.. Amazing and free. Wish I could repay the devs for the magical game. Build a full game and I will buy!!!.
Purely and simply the best lego game ever made. Period.

In terms of nostalgia and gameplay, LEGO Indiana Jones is an absolutely amazing video game which will always be timeless for
me.

If you enjoy lighthearted, casual fun (and lego) then this game is 100% for you. Buy it, play it for 200 hours, come back to it in
a couple years and remember how much fun it was.

10/10. Could have been a great game, if they bother to actually finish it. Not a single update for half a year. What a shame.... No
matter how many points I put into speed, I feel like I'm moving with lead boots on. It's a shame, because the whole crayon
drawing and voice-based sound effects are really appealing. Still, I didn't have fun with this one.. If you like Economy and City
building, Patrician IV is just for you.

I feel like the trading and citybuilding and planning is very well made. And as you progress you will unlock more political
features, which gives longevity to the game.

 If you are looking for games like Total war, this is probably not for you. Patrician IV is all about conquering through trade, and
the combat aspect is somewhat lacking.. This game is simple and fun. It seems like it would be ideal on a touch based platform
like an Ipad but the mouse controls work just as well. You draw slashes across the screen to kill a variety zombies and bosses
with the mouse and there are level ups that you can invest in. Overall 5/10
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